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OF SUCH THINGS ARE DREAMS MADE OF

By Annie Warren

Author's forenote: This was the first story I ever wrote. Writing out one's fantasies
can have a profound effect on your life. I know writing this one did. It changed my view
of dressing and the directions of my fantasies (not necessarily the content!). I always
considered the story a bit primative, yet, in its own way elegant. 1970 was a long time
ago.

Chapter 1: A Foray

I slipped quietly into Mom's bedroom. Before closing the door, I looked outside and
held my breath, listening for sound, any sound that would betray the presence of any-
one else. The house was empty, had to be empty, for what I wanted to do. It should
also stay empty for the afternoon.

Hearing nothing at all, I closed the door softly and walked across the floor noise-
lessly in my bare feet over to where the dresser stood. My hands and body shook softly
at the anticipation of what I was about to start. I quietly slipped open the drawer I
wanted and surveyed its contents, hoping to feed a hunger that started deep within
me, that only now, when the time and situation allowed, was let out to course through
my veins in full power to seek its fulfillment. Yet, I did not grab but rather surveyed its
contents with what I hoped was a photographic eye, being ever so conscious that the
material would have to be returned exactly where I had found it... this fold was so...
that strap lay so... All was taken in before I made my move. No doubt Mom would not
remember, but if she did and I made a mistake?... Then the game would be over...

Since I did not want to disturb the surface if at all possible, I reached underneath
the top layer. Mom was not too fancy of a dresser, but still had fine lingerie. I pulled
out a pair of pink panties that had been rolled so that the lace trim around the edges
was visible. They were of the full brief style with lace around the legs and some em-
broidery at the waist. I first unrolled them and then folded them and laid them on top
of the dresser. From under another part of the drawer I pulled out a bra. It was also
pink but not quite a match for the panties. It did, however, have more lace since the
cups were total lace with a soft nylon inner lining. I refolded it too and laid it on top of
the panties. I then closed that drawer and opened the one above it. Here I repeated the
process of memorization before reaching in and pulling out three pair of rolled panty-
hose, making sure one was a dark color, a pantygirdle and a slip. The slip was almost
as lacy as the bra but was much softer and heavenly to the touch. I laid these with the
others on top of the dresser.

I closed the drawer and then padded over to the door and softly opened it and lis-
tened, again to be greeted by the proper amount of silence. I retraced my steps to the
dresser, carefully collected my afternoon's activity under my arm and walked out the
door and down to the bathroom.
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When I entered the bathroom, I immediately stepped on the rug so as to stay off of
the tiles which seemed forever cold. The carpet in the rest of the house made bare feet
easy walking. Only in the bathrooms and the kitchen was there no carpeting. I laid the
lingerie on top of the closed commode and surveyed myself in the full length mirror.
Mom, for all of her avowed lack of narcissism, did manage to have a number of full
length mirrors at various locations about the house but not in her own bedroom. She
even had one in my bathroom. I never did know why we had to have three bedrooms
and two bathrooms with just the two of us in the house, but that's the way it had been
since I first became aware of my surroundings.

The boy that stared out at me was short, very short, only four foot ten, and was go-
ing on age 14. Most of the boys he knew were already becoming much taller —what
the oldsters called “growing up”. I had long hair and sort of shook it to see it swing in
the mirror. What would it look like, I thought to myself, if it were properly curled and
set? But, enough of daydreaming.

I dropped my levis and shorts and pulled off my tee shirt. Catching a glimpse of my
nude self in the mirror, I moved to where I couldn't see myself; the sight of my nude,
hairless body with it's bit of maleness was not pleasing to my eyes. To remedy this, I
reached over and picked up the panties and bra. I pulled on the panties, enjoying the
feeling of the soft nylon all the way up my legs to my waist as I pulled them up. Once
they were in place, I put on the bra by hooking it in front and then sliding it around so
that the cups were in front. It was easy to do since its fit was somewhat loose. Now I
again stepped in front of the mirror to continue.

As I put my arms through the straps, I saw the sagging cups and so reached over
for the two pair of light colored pantyhose that I had brought with me. I kneaded them
into what I considered the proper shape and then put one pair into each of the cups.
What a difference! The fit was not as loose, and the illusion of breasts was created. The
panties still fit loosely and blossomed out between the waist and leg elastics. It was
enough that one particular bulge was almost not noticeable. To take care of this extra
cloth I pulled on the pantygirdle. It went on easily, being more or less the size that the
panties should have been to fit reasonably well. I then sat on the commode cover and
unrolled the pair of dark pantyhose and carefully worked them up my legs. They too
were just a bit large and tended to show folds here or there if I didn't pull them up a
bit extra. I thrilled at their darkness and how the wider places of my legs seemed to be
lighter where they were pulled at least a bit tighter. I wondered how these things fit
Mom so well when she wasn't all that much taller than I was.

The last thing I did was to unfold the slip, hold my arms up and let it slide down
my arms and body. Even though it fit loosely, I revelled at the feelings it produced.
Looking now at the mirror gave back the impression not of a teenage boy but a well
built, albeit thin in the hips, teenage girl. I turned this way and that. Then I got a hair
brush and brushed out my hair. Reaching over to where Mom kept her hairpins, I took
two and put them in my hair above my ears as I had observed so many girls do at
school. Time passed as I played with my hair, doing it this way and then that, trying
each time to get a more feminine coiffure to match the lingerie I was wearing. When I
stopped, it was as I had at first had it, with the two pins in place over each ear.
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I opened the bathroom door quietly and peeked out. I almost expected to see Mom
outside the door. When no one was there and the house was still quiet, I tiptoed on the
tips of my nyloned feet down the hallway to her room, ever so conscious of the tshish-
tshish-tshish the nylons made when they rubbed as I moved and of the feelings of the
soft lingerie wherever it made contact with my skin.

Once in her room, I immediately went to her closet. Once more I tried on her shoes,
but as before, they were just large enough to be awkward, not wanting to stay on. The
only shoes that fit without being too loose were a pair of wooden midheel clogs into
which I slipped my feet, feeling the change in angle and altitude. From previous tries, I
knew that her skirts were too large but nonetheless pulled down a gorgeous, black A-
line skirt and slipped it over my head. I buttoned it in back and zipped it up. My waist,
however, was just small enough that it slipped directly to my hips and from there, with
that wondrous cloth offering token resistance, slipped further on down to the floor
even I was optimistically reaching for a blouse. I sighed, bent down and picked up the
skirt, unbuttoned and unzipped it, rehung it on its hanger and with regret replaced it
in the closet. Maybe later, when I grew more...

The dresses were something else. I knew that I could wear them without any prob-
lems of falling off. True, they tended to be a bit roomy, but they didn't fall off. I picked
my favorite one, a light blue nylon dress with short sleeves and a round neck and a
narrow skirt. Again raising my arms as with the slip, I let it cascade down my nylon
clad body. It was nevertheless a bit of a struggle, first reaching around behind my
back and over my shoulder. Struggle or no, I got the back zipper closed from bottom
to top. Around my breasts it fit fairly well, being just a bit loose. About my hips, how-
ever, it was quite loose with several inches of material being in excess. I thrilled, never-
theless, to the feeling as I stretched out my foot and felt both the restraint caused by
the tightness of the hem of the skirt and the smooth nylon on nylon interaction.

It was now time for me to see the full effect. Maybe her “lack of narcissism” was
supposed to be expressed in the absence of this vital mirror (and filled in with all of
the others?). Whatever the reason, I turned and strode out into the hall and down to
the bathroom. This time, as I entered, the shoes clacked a couple of times until I got
on the rug. Quickly slipping out of them I stuck my head out the door and listened...
silence.

I mentally whipped myself for this moment of carelessness, to say nothing about
striding out of her bedroom like the mistress of the house. What if Mom had come in
then? What if she had brought someone else with her? What if...?

Hearing nothing, I went back into the bathroom and slipped into the clogs again
and stood before the mirror. I now saw my face in the mirror, but the rest was a
stranger. The dress which should have been above the knees was just below them. But
the arms, legs, body and breasts were someone elses. What did it matter that when I
moved my arms the image moved too? Then, slowly the infusion in the eye came to me
that that was my body, my arms and my legs. The breasts, I said to myself, were also
mine even though I knew differently. When I take the clothes off, they will remain and
remain and remain... Oh, how I wanted them to be real and a part of me. Of such
things are dreams made of. But the clothes did not look all that bad, and so I posed
this way and that. I wanted to use make up like Mom did but knew that she would
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possibly find out since she was so neat. I used some lipstick a while back and had a
devil of a time getting it off. I remembered being super conscious of my lips when she
came home; I had almost rubbed them raw. I did rub hard enough to get them sort of
chapped, but they healed with no notice or comment being brought out.

So, here I was, all dressed up as a girl and thoroughly enjoying myself. Suddenly
the thought hit; how late was it? I dashed into my room as fast as the narrow skirt
would allow and looked at my clock. I had about 45 minutes until the earliest that I
could possibly expect her to be back. I decided to play it safe but first went back into
the bathroom for a few last looks.

Once again, before the mirror, I had to strike a couple of poses. Finally, I reached
over my back and started the zipper down as far as I could reach. Reaching around
behind me, I stretched and caught the zipper and brought it all of the way down. I slid
the dress off of my shoulders and watched the lace covered mounds as I slipped it off
of my arms and stepped out of it. I carefully laid it on the commode.

Next I raised the lacy hem of the slip to reach up to the pantyhose which I pulled
down. My bare legs were a disappointment, but I noted the pantygirdle and thrilled at
the lack of a bulge, well, not really unless you looked hard. Then I pulled down the
pantygirdle and took in the lace on lace of the slip and the panties next to each other.
With regret I pulled the slip off over my head. When I saw a bit of the rolled pantyhose
sticking out of the cup of the bra, I turned my back and picked up my tee shirt. I had
to readjust the bra upwards, for it always wanted to slip down when I put the tee shirt
back on over it. There, clearly to be seen under my shirt, was not only the lovely de-
sired lumps of femininity that I so strongly desired but also the clearly marked path of
the bra around my chest, blossoming in the lace covered mounds with a trace of lace
visible where the bra touched the tee but also with its so characteristic straps running
over my shoulders. From under the hem of the tee shirt peeked out the frilly hem of
the panties to thrill me more. With regret, I again turned and, not watching in the mir-
ror, pulled off the panties and pulled on my shorts and levis. The bra was still so much
in evidence that I had to turn and see the lumps and that pattern of lines under the
tee shirt repeated in the back with the lump where the bra hooked.

How many times had I seen that same pattern on the girls at school? How envious
was I also of that pattern, wishing that it could be mine...

Scooping up the clothing, I slipped into the clogs and cautiously left the bathroom
with my arms full of treasures. As before, the silence was still there, so I went down to
her bedroom. I placed the lingerie on the dresser and then went to replace the dress
and clogs in the closet. I opened the drawer for the slip and, carefully folding it, re-
placed it where I had found it. Rolling the pantygirdle into a tube, I replaced it, moving
some of the others to look as they had looked before.

I looked down at my breasts, sighed, then reached under the tee shirt and retrieved
the two rolled pantyhose and replaced them. Then, taking the pair that I had worn, I
rolled them as Mom did and replaced them with the others. I glanced closely at the
drawer and rearranged several items until I was certain it looked as if it had never
been touched. I closed that drawer and opened the other one.
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I rolled up the panties and put them under the others. I then slipped my arms out
of the tee shirt and simultaneously the bra. I managed to unhook it and pull it out of
my tee shirt through one of the arm holes. Then I put my arms back out. I then folded
it and placed it back in the drawer. Again, after some rearranging of the lingerie on the
top surface, I closed that drawer too.

Going to the door I listened. All was quiet. I left, closing the door behind me. I qui-
etly reviewed what I had done and my hand instantly shot up to my head where I
pulled out the bobby pins. A bit of adrenalin probably coursed through my veins for a
couple of seconds. Now all else must have gone well as I could find no more flaws. I re-
placed the hairpins in the holder, went downstairs and unlocked the front door. On
second thought, I relocked it and then went bounding up the stairs to my room. I
turned on my cassette tape recorder and dropped in some cassettes of classical music.
I turned up the volume so that I could miss the noise downstairs. Curling up on the
bed with a book, I tried to read.

My thoughts, however, kept flying back to the other activities of the afternoon and I
daydreamed. I came back to the book then off again in daydreams. This went on until I
heard Mom calling me as she came up the stairs. I closed the book and sat up on bed
as she came in.

“Hi, Mom,” I said

“Hi, did you have a good afternoon? Still reading, huh?” She said as she saw my
book. “I wish you'd get out like the other boys do. Don't you like to play ball?” She
looked searchingly at me.

“Aw gee, Mom,” I said hanging my head just a bit, “I just don't like to do those
things. I'm just not cut out for it. To begin with, I'm too small and too light. I always
get roughed up, even if I don't play.” These last words slipped out unintentionally.

“I wish your father was still alive,” she said with a slight sigh. “Oh well, want to
come down and help make dinner?”

I always loved helping her. She was a couple of inches taller than I and well, fatter
in various places (sigh!), but I still managed to help her in any way that I could. Appar-
ently Dad had been a good cook and she was passing it on to me. Since she worked so
much, I had also taken over a number of the other household chores too. I didn't really
mind and she gave me a good allowance for doing them. That, along with some other
odd jobs I did, netted me a sizeable income for a teenager. Mostly I bought books and
records and cassettes. I wanted a camera but didn't have enough patience to save up
that much. I never told Mom, but some of the jobs I liked the best were babysitting. It
was also these babysitting jobs that got me into so much trouble with the rest of the
boys. They considered me a sissy, and I just wasn't big enough or strong enough to be
able to argue effectively. Anyway, we went down and made supper.

She made no mention of the locked door, apparently the last time I had locked it I
had effectively explained that while I was upstairs anybody could come in downstairs
and I wouldn't know it until too late.
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Chapter 2: An Opportune Accident

During the next week I bided my time to dress. I seemed to net one good weekend a
month to dress; otherwise, I was with Mom doing something most of the time. Thus it
was that two weeks later on a Saturday the world took a turn and things changed.
Normally on either Saturday or Thursday or sometimes on Tuesdays I would go down
to the drug store and pick up Mom's medicine. It was something that she had taken
ever so casually ever since an accident. She never explained it and I never asked; I just
went and got it. So, as usual I was pedalled my bike down to the drug store. It wasn't
very close, but there weren't any closer; so it had to do. Mom usually didn't pick it up
herself as it took too much of her time and I usually had enough time, so I got it.

The day was overcast, and the streets were just a bit damp. There was not too
much light since the clouds were so heavy. But, I parked my bike out in front, throw-
ing the chain around it to lock it. I doubted that anybody would want to steal it, at
least none of the boys at school would be caught dead with it, but it was mine and I
couldn't afford to lose it and could probably not get it replaced easily if it did disap-
pear. I entered the store and went towards the prescription counter. Mr. Montrose was
behind it as he usually was on Saturdays. It was always Montrose on Saturdays, Pier-
son on Tuesdays and Jones on Thursdays. You'd think they'd trade off once in a while,
but they always seemed to work the same shifts and were never there at any other
times. As I approached the counter, Mr. Montrose turned around and got a bottle of
pills and placed it on the counter as I came up to it.

“Hi, John,” he said, “when are you going to get a real bike?”

This seemed to be his stock opening phrase which I had long since stopped answer-
ing. You see, my bike was a girl's bike and that was why I was always being kidded
and/or ridiculed by various people, him included. I couldn't and wouldn't explain how
much I had to go through to get that bike and how I had passed up other somewhat
newer bikes just to get this one since the others were “boys” bikes. In my own way, I
was proud of my bike. I paid him the money and he gave me the change. I gave back a
quarter and asked for a candy bar which he placed on the counter next to the bottle. I
picked up the bottle and put it in my pocket and then picked up the candy bar, un-
wrapped it and started to munch it as I went over to the magazine rack. I always liked
to look at the magazines with the pretty girls on the covers. They always made me sort
of envious... but gave me at the same time faces and figures to dream about... I wished
that I could look like them.

For all of my youth, I was not uninformed. I had discovered in the library/den that
used to be Dad's a book on sex and such stuff and knew that there were differences in
the sexes beyond just appearances. I also knew that there were similarities and that
by stressing them I could pull various deceptions. I thought back several weeks to the
last time I dressed and played with the ideas that the magazines gave me mingled with
the possibilities that my fantasy conjured up so richly. If only I did not need padding...
if only I could use make-up... if only... again, of such things are dreams made of.

Once I had finished my candy bar I left, a bit reluctantly, and started pedaling back
home. All went well until I was almost there. My mind was divided between where I
was going and thoughts of things that could be. I entered the intersection after looking
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and was almost across it and home when it happened! All of a sudden I was flying,
then hit something hard with my thigh and then landed on my arm, and I and my bike
came to a standstill finally on a lawn. To say the least, I was dazed. I had apparently
been hit by a car that had not seen me in the poor light. Fortunately, he was not going
too fast and I was not seriously hurt. I heard a car door slam, and, as I collected my
wits together and noticed, a face appeared and then a man attached to it as he came
up to me.

“Are you hurt?” he asked.

Oh yes, I hurt! As I sat up nursing a mighty sore arm, I said something like “Ow ow
ow ow ow!” followed by “Omagosh!” when I looked down at my thigh and saw the red
spreading. Sort of dumbly I said, “Look at that leg!”

By now, others were coming around to see what had happened and someone had
gone to get Mom. I reached down and felt the red spot and was greeted not so much by
pain as by the feeling of splintered glass of the bottle that I had put in my pocket. The
pain would come in strength later when the shock wore off.

He was asking me where I lived just as Mom came up. “Oh John, what happened?”
I was just guessing what had happened but was losing grasp on reality. I remembered
snatches of the conversation, “I didn't see her till it was too late.” “I'll call the doctor!”
“Someone help me carry him.” “God that bike of hers is a wreck.” Then I was carried
the short distance home. I don't remember the man's name but he had the idea that I
was a girl, a thought that somehow I didn't quite see how he got it, but it sort of
pleased me in my stupor and waves of pain.

The doctor seemed to get there almost immediately. He looked at the wound and at
my arm. He tried to cleanse the glass and other stuff out of the wound and then put in
some stitches. I still have the scar there today to show that this happened. Mom asked
whether the pills would hurt me since he fished out several fragments but must have
left more inside. He asked what they were and she replied that they were the prescrip-
tion that he had written for her.

To this he replied, “Oh, I don't think so. I can't get all of them out, but they won't
cause any trouble, or shouldn't. Unless there's more in there than I think, he won't
even notice and if he did he'll have some discomfort for a while, nothing bad should
come of it when they wear off. There might even be some glass left in there; he hit
mighty hard. The shattering of the glass probably took some of the impact off and
saved him from more harm. Whatever glass fragments are in there, if any, will just
work their own way out. There should be nothing to worry about.”

As he left, I heard on the edge of understanding something like, “He wouldn't suffer
any effeminization unless whole...”. He laughed then, “Ha, no they won't develop, and
if they should, let nature take it's course. Don't worry about...”

In my mind, dazed as it was, the thoughts were put together and remained there...
effeminized?... pills?... Would the pills make me feminine? I had been getting them for
my Mom for years and had never questioned, naturally, what they were. With these
thoughts in my mind, I weakly felt the bandage and wondered... then fell into a dream
world of sleep as the sedative took full effect.
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When I awoke, I was full of aches and pains, especially in thigh and arm. The con-
versation was pushed back in my mind, not forgotten, sort of over shadowed. It was
dark and the whole room seemed so strange. I lay there in the dark for some time try-
ing to get comfortable — nothing worked. In the dark I saw my clock — it was only
nine o'clock. Finally, when from my shifting the bed creaked, Mom came to the door.

“Are you awake?” she whispered.

I whispered back, “yes”, and she came in.

“How do you feel?”

“It hurts,” I said groggily, “I guess I got clobbered, didn't I?”

She came over and sat on my bed. “Well, it wasn't that bad, John, you didn't get
any broken bones. How do you feel?” she repeated.

“My arm and my leg hurt!... and I'm hungry.” I added almost as an afterthought.

“OK, I'll be right back,” she said and disappeared coming back almost immediately
with a bowl of steaming soup and some sandwiches. She set these on my night table
beside my bed and helped me to sit up. Boy, did that hurt! She made small talk as I
ate. After I had finished she gave me a pill the doctor had left to ease my pains and to
help me sleep. Before she left, she asked once more how I felt and when I replied once
more that I hurt, she asked if there was anything else. I was about to ask what else
there should be but thought again about it and said no. She tucked me in and left.

Once more my mind went back to the pills. If nothing else, they were a bit of femi-
ninity that was within my reach... should I? With these thoughts in my mind I drifted
off into the depths of a deep sleep without any dreams or rather disturbances as my
body set about to heal the injuries that I had received that day... mixed with things I
was unaware of at that time...
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Chapter 3: Recovery With Ideas

For several days I had to stay in bed till gradually the soreness started to wear off,
and I could get up and around without being wracked with pain. The pills, for the time
being had been sort of put into the back of my memory and out of mindshot. Then, af-
ter being up and around for a while with the healing of the gash on my thigh appar-
ently underway, a series of events brought them back to mind.

To begin with, a new bicycle was delivered to our house in my name. It was from
the man who had hit me, and... wouldn't you know it... it was a girl's bike, but a much
better bike than the one that I had lost in the accident. Of course, I had to ride it and
what better excuse could I think of than to go and get Mom her prescription. At first
she said no, that the wound wasn't healed enough, it was too dangerous, etc. etc. etc.
But I was not to be put off, so I managed to peddle down to the store, very carefully, I
might add, where I made the purchase and then peddled back again. My leg hurt, but
did not bleed.

As I reentered the house, my thoughts went back to what had been said and the
thoughts I had at the time of the accident. Mom hadn't asked me again how I felt, and
I had not thought anything about it since then, but, unbeknown to me, tomorrow was
to bring a much renewed interest. For today, however, I merely looked at the bottle,
wondered what they were, read the label and could not understand what it said and so
went in and gave Mom the change and the pills, explaining how well the bike behaved
and how much better it was than the old one. The rest of the day was normal with no
out of the ordinary occurrences that I can remember.

That night, before going to bed, I went into the bathroom and opened the medicine
cabinet. I took down Mom's pills, opened them and put one on my palm. I debated
with myself for a while but finally then put it back. “Sure I could,” I thought positively,
“but”, I then added negatively, “they won't do anything for me.” On the way back to
bed I thought “Well, it couldn't hurt.” Before sleeping, my mind was still debating and
finally came to an answer... I would start tomorrow and then see about getting some of
my own. I could, I knew, without anybody being the wiser if I played it right. With
those thoughts running through my mind, I drifted off to sleep.

In the morning when I awoke, I was in for a shock, albeit a pleasant shock. As I lay
in bed half awake I shifted and a very pleasant but strange feeling seemed to spread
through my body, being centralized in my chest. Reaching up I found that my nipples
were strangely sensitive. They seemed to react to my touch and to waves of feeling
through my chest. It was very strange. Then the words of the doctor came back, “He'll
have some discomfort for a while...” Was this what he meant? To most people it could
be a discomfort, but to me it was most pleasant!

I lay for a while reveling in the feelings until Mom called me. I then got up, some-
what reluctantly, and got dressed. All that day I was aware of that sensitivity and
managed to brush myself or poke myself or otherwise stimulate that feeling in my
chest. If this was discomfort, I was determined to get more!

That evening when I went into the bathroom, I had more purpose. I reached up, got
the bottle and extracted a pill. I closed the bottle and put it back exactly where I had
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found it. I stared at the pill a bit and then slowly placed it on the tip of my tongue.
Pouring myself a glass of water, I used it to wash the pill down. I then rubbed my nip-
ples, again revelling in the sensations that arose. That night my dreams were sweet as
I thought I'd keep that feeling. But, more importantly, I had started something... I did-
n't know what... but it was indeed started. What Mom could take I could too. Little did
I know what the results of that decision would turn out to be.

The next afternoon I took some of my own money, money that I had earned doing
odd jobs and babysitting, and went to the drugstore. As usual, I walked up to the pre-
scription counter, got Mom's prescription and a candy bar as I usually did when I was
sent there and went over to the magazine rack. No one said anything since the drug-
gist was a different one from the last time I had gotten them. After browsing a bit, I
went home with the treasure burning a hole in my pocket.

Although the feeling in my chest had abated, I was hooked and hoped that it would
come back in strength. I carefully hid the bottle where each night I could get it and
take one of those pills. I had decided to take those bits of femininity just like Mom did.
The plan was drawn up, measured and now put into action.

By not always buying from the same druggist, I could get a supply of the pills for
myself. All I had to do was buy mine half way in between buying hers. If I was careful
they would not notice the doubling of the purchases. Since I always got them for her,
even so shortly after the accident, there should be no notice taken... and there wasn't.
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Chapter 4: Maturity Comes Slowly

Several weeks after I started, I noticed that my nipples seemed to protrude as small
cones. They began to get sensitive and seemed to react whenever I touched them.
Again I said nothing but let it run its course. Not long after this I noted other strange
events... Hair started to grow under my arms and around my genitals. On top of that,
my nipples began to get more sensitive and then even a bit sore. I remembered the
feelings that I had had after the accident and wondered what had gone wrong. I almost
stopped the pills... but didn't.

Along with the soreness there seemed to be a change in them. I fantasized that they
grew and grew and grew... but then, I knew it was just an illusion. The hair I had half
expected since some of the guys at school had hair not only under their arms but also
on their chests and some even had hair on their bellies. Their voices had changed too,
first cracking then getting deeper. I prayed that that wouldn't happen to me but knew
the inevitable would not be withheld. Any day now I could expect to wake up with a
cracked voice.

I did not know many of the boys at school, for I tended to be a loner. When I did
play, it would be with the girls, by choice, but I still heard things... things often whis-
pered. These I stored up.

All of those changes were a marvel to us then. The boys seemed to try to outdo each
other in trying to grow another inch. I did not want to be tall; so.

I started watching my height very closely. I was small yet, still being just under five
feet tall. Mom was five foot three and Dad had been an inch or two under six feet tall.
Thus I watched and wondered.

The hair under my arms got thicker and longer, but none grew on my chest. Below
my waist the hair about my genitals did not rise to my stomach but formed a smallish
patch. Over the months I watched these changes. When at last I seemed to start to
grow taller, it seemed to begin only very slowly. In the end, I never reached Mom; I did
make five foot two. I didn't shoot up but grew almost imperceptibly. I would not have
noticed much if I hadn't taken careful measurements.

Then again, my voice didn't change either. It didn't even crack. If I wanted to sing
soprano, I could... easily, with no problems or even thinking of going into falsetto. To
add to these changes, the hair on my head seemed to grow faster. I had let it grow
down to my shoulders and then some. All of these changes and not-changes I noted
and wondered about as I continued to take the pills.

I had not dressed completely since the accident. Right after it I couldn't and for
months thereafter the occasion just did not arise. I had some snaps at partial dressing
but the urge just didn't seem to press on me as before.

It was four months after starting the pills that I made my discovery. My chest had
been constantly so sensitive to the touch that I rarely touched it unless I had to, and
then as lightly as possible. Wearing rough shirts was a real pain. It didn't cause great
pain, I had just avoided it for some reason.
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On this occasion, however, I had managed to get something stuck on my chest, I
don't even remember what it was though I probably should. To get it off, I had to scrub
vigorously, sensitivity or no. And it happened! As my hand passed over my nipple, it
hit a bump! Retracing my movement, I felt and sure enough there was a hard lump,
somewhat larger than the size of a silver dollar, under my nipple. A quick check of the
other nipple disclosed the same. Looking closer, it seemed to me that the nipples
themselves seemed also to be larger! After finishing washing, while drying, I watched
in the mirror. I looked somehow different but did not see just how. My nipples seemed
to stand out a bit, but, if they had grown, then maybe that was to be expected. I again
fantasized breasts and in doing so touched my nipples. When I did that, I noticed a
strange thing... they seemed to react and get smaller and harder. This fascinated me
and I repeated it once they relaxed again and it happened again, just as before.

I dressed, went to my room and measured my height, no real change since last
time. I then went down to Mom's bathroom and weighed myself. I had gained more
weight, but I wasn't fat. My belt still cinched up to the point it always had. I couldn't
see where the weight was going. I remembered how I'd looked different in the mirror,
but how? I went back to my bathroom and was about to investigate further when Mom
called me from downstairs. I went down and promptly forgot the waist dilemma but
played with some ideas in the back of my mind. One was to dress again at the next
possible chance.
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Chapter 5: New Clothes? and Problems

Mom decided to go shopping in the evening. She wanted me to go along since my
jeans had just about had it, and it was a long time since I had had any new clothes.
We drove down town. I would have preferred she'd gone alone and left the house to
me. We went into a large shopping center where the men's and women's shops were on
the same floor with a sort of unisex “no man's land” in between. She, of course, went
straight to the men's section. I dawdled a bit as we passed through where the dresses
were hung. To my surprise she seemed to notice this though she said nothing. In the
men's department, we looked at many things but everything was just too large or just
fit awkwardly. Mom didn't push me at all... again it seemed a bit strange.

After a number of frustrations, I managed to get her to the unisex area. There, to
my delight and a bit to her consternation, we found things that fit me. I was skeptical
about her getting any of them since everything that fit was designated (albeit very qui-
etly since they were, after all, “unisex”) for girls. Only those trousers fit me well; the
others were always too tight at the hips or loose at the waist. Mom was getting more
and more frustrated while I was having a ball. Finally, although I definitely needed a
lot more, she bought me one pair of jeans. These fit well but were the “hers” part of the
matching his and hers pattern that I liked. As we drove home, she rationalized pur-
chasing one pair instead of a whole set with “We'll wait; you're bound to shoot up any
day now.”

I answered, “But I have grown some, Mom. I'm almost as tall as you are now. I grew
a couple of inches and then stopped.”

She glanced over at me but continued to drive, sort of mumbling to herself, “Maybe
Doc Benson should look you over again though it's been a while since your accident.”

That night I overheard her talking with the doctor, “He hasn't grown... well, he said
he grew a couple of inches then stopped... yes stopped, that's what he said... and we
were at the store and the only thing that seemed to fit were girls clothes... No, we tried
others, but his hips and legs were just the wrong proportions.... I know I wanted a girl
when he was born, but you said he was a boy and... well could there have been a mis-
take, somehow?... OK, I'll bring him by... when?... Tomorrow?... that would be fine,
you're not too busy?... Oh, she canceled. Fine, fine... We'll see you tomorrow... Thank
you Doctor... good bye.”

She hung up the receiver and I faded into the woodwork to appear elsewhere mo-
ments later when she came looking for me.

“John,” she began, “I'd like to talk with you.”

“Sure, Mom, what's on your mind?”

“It's about your clothes and you.”

“What about me? I asked, not really wanting to know what she wanted and sort of
thinking fast to try to outguess her.

“To begin with, it's your attitude. You should be going out with the boys more. I
only see you with girls, but never on dates. With your long hair, you could easily be
taken for a girl.”
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I looked down, could not look her in the eye.

“You should be growing tall and your voice should be changing. Instead, you are
still small with no signs of maturing. I'm going to take you to see Doctor Benson to-
morrow to see what's wrong and if we can maybe speed up or help nature's course.”

I looked up sharply and must have had my reaction written all over my face even
though I knew in advance what was afoot, well sort of. One of her eyebrows went up as
she continued without my saying a word, “Oh? You disagree? What is it you want? Out
with it.”

“Well, uh, gee, Mom, I don't know. I'm happy as I am. I don't want to be taller. I...
I... I just don't want to change that way.” I must have stammered a few more lines but
said no more.

“All right,” she said, “we'll see what the doctor says tomorrow, OK?” She smiled a
very disarming smile as she said this.

“OK,” I answered, “if you want to.” I must have looked somewhat downcast. She
poked me with her finger, smiled again and said, “I only want to help, and, speaking of
helping, do you want to help with the dishes?”

“OK,” I said and went with her into the kitchen where my spirits raised some. She
didn't mention the doctor again that evening until bedtime when she reminded me of
the visit. I went straight to bed with my mind chock full of all kinds of worries and
doubts. I didn't even take my pill. What if he did a test or something and found a trace
of it? I was that worried.

When the next day dawned, I awoke from pleasant dreams in which I was a girl, a
real girl. I floated awake trying to hold on to them even as they faded. Soon, all too
soon, the dreams were gone. Then I discovered that it was late, and the dream took a
total back seat as I got up. I did my chores and helped Mom until around three
o'clock. She then drove me to the doctor's office.

When my name was called, we both went in. Doc Benson got up and greeted Mom
and me warmly, motioned us to sit in the chairs and then went behind his desk.
“What seems to be the problem?” he asked.

I promptly piped up with, “I don't have any that I know of”, to which Mom said, “It's
what I called you about last night, Doctor. John, well, should be, well, maturing.”

“I see,” he said, “and what about John? By the way, how old are you now?”

“I'm fourteen, Doctor, almost fifteen. I sure feel fine.”

“About fifteen, hmm?” He thought for a couple of seconds then said, “Well, we'll
take a look and see what's bothering your mother. Mary, would you wait outside a
bit?”. Mom looked quizzical, so he added, “It'll be just a couple of minutes. I'll examine
John and want to ask him some questions.”

Mom went out. I got on the examining table and Doc proceeded to have me take off
my shirt and tee shirt and then thumped me and prodded me and looked in my ears
and throat while asking me this that and the other. He noted and felt the slight swel-
ling of my nipples but didn't say anything. Finally I got down and put my shirt back
on.
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